Free Yourself
From Data Entry
Into QuickBooks

Connex

Meet Our Customers
"I love that Connex is
flexible, customizable, and
reliable. It just works, so I
don’t ever have to think
about syncing my inventory
and sales orders from
Shopify to Quickbooks. It
seems like my accounting
team has infinite options
for tailoring the connector
to our specific needs."

"The Connex Rules Engine is
quite powerful, everything
from warehouse assignments
to dealer name mapping to
sku mapping to sales tax
management.Connex is by far
the most complete and robust
Amazon interface that I have
found."
Mark Carpenter,
Founder, Gentent

Kate Harvey,
Founder, Bare Bones Broth

"Connex has saved our
company thousands of hours
and we wouldn’t be able to
survive without it! The
software pays for itself since
we were manually processing
all our website and Amazon
orders into Quickbooks. I
highly recommend this for
anyone who does a large
number of Amazon or Shopify
orders! 100% worth every
penny!"

"With Connex we have
been able to speed up the
process of communication
between our sales team
and our warehouse, and
improve our cashflow. We
have grown 600% since
we started using Connex"
Ryan Hamilton,
Operations Manager,
Plus-Plus USA

Conrad Martin,
Director of Customer Service,
Breeo

"Our main reason for using
Connex was to save time
from doing manual data
entry. Connex takes only a
few hours to set up and
run. My favorite part is that
it takes care of all the
manual work, and captures
all the important details for
accounting."

"We had no way to
communicate QuickBooks
with ShipStation. Now
Connex has bridged the gap
between all of Soap and
Paper Factory’s outsourced
locations. Connex has totally
changed our world. We are
moving to Amazon, and
because of Connex we can!"

Emily Imbach,
Founder, Embach Solutions

"Connex allows us to streamline processes through
automation [and] handle larger volumes of business
with same number of people. Sales are up 24%
year-over-year and in July, sales were up 141% over
last year. We were able to integrate a $700,000
acquisition on day one not missing a beat!"
Tom Tennessen,
Interim CFO, PipeKnife

Shannon Burch,
Co-founder, Soap & Paper
Factory

